Reduce Your Azure Cloud Expenditure with IA-Cloud
IA-Cloud is an ITSM-integrated full life-cycle management toolset for Microsoft Azure. By combining automated backup, patching, documentation, cost, and performance optimisation into a single platform, IA-Cloud allows you to focus on proactive management instead of business as
usual tasks.
432 hours a year saved
on documentation

Up to 30% reduction in
cloud spend

50 hours saved on backup
configuration per 100VMs

With public cloud consumption expected to grow 47% over the next year, you need a cloud native management toolset that will help you extract the best value
out of your cloud platform. IA-Cloud does exactly that by automating the routine tasks and elevating IT staff to be proactive.

Automated Onboarding

Automated Backup

The onboarding process into IA-Cloud is zero touch for new resources; no unique
tagging or other configuration is needed, saving you effort each time you create
new services and resources.

Automated Patching

When resources are onboarded into IA-Cloud, a backup policy is
automatically applied, making sure that your data is secure within the
public cloud.

Cost And Performance Optimisation

Within IA-Cloud we allow you to define if a virtual machine is production or non
production for patching. The patching windows are staggered between
production and non-production to allow for testing prior to the production
services being patched.

Traditional cost optimisation tools just look at right sizing of virtual
machines. With IA-Cloud we do this as well as right sizing of PaaS
services and orphaned resources. This helps to reduce the cost of your
public cloud environment even further.

Free Live Demo Environment
To show you the true benefits of IA-Cloud, we’ve set up a live demo environment which we’re providing you with free access to for 15 days. The environment is running
in Azure against a fictional company. We will walk you through the solution to show how each area works, and you will also be free to explore at your leisure. Simply fill
out the form through this link and we’ll send you your login details.
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